Recipients of the 2019/20 Early Career Award and Humanities and Social Sciences Prestigious Fellowship (in alphabetical order)

**Early Career Award**
Prof CHAN, Kin-wai, The Chinese University of Hong Kong
Prof IP, Ivan Chi-ho, The Hong Kong University of Science and Technology
Dr JIANG, Yi, The Hong Kong Polytechnic University
Prof LIAO, Sara X., The Chinese University of Hong Kong
Dr SIN, Yung-wa, The University of Hong Kong
Dr SO, Chau-ming, The Hong Kong Polytechnic University
Dr TEEKAKIRIKUL, Polakit, The Chinese University of Hong Kong

**Humanities and Social Sciences Prestigious Fellowship**
Prof CHAN, Johannes Man-mun, The University of Hong Kong
Prof ERNI, John N, Hong Kong Baptist University
Dr FONG, Brian Chi-hang, The Education University of Hong Kong
Prof HE, Frank Xin, The University of Hong Kong
Prof JOHNSON, Kendall A., The University of Hong Kong
Dr NG, Kenny Kwok-kwan, Hong Kong Baptist University
Prof POO, Mu-chou, The Chinese University of Hong Kong
Prof SCHIRMER, Annett, The Chinese University of Hong Kong
Prof WEEKES, Brendan Stuart Hackett, The University of Hong Kong